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While it still feels like summer in Arizona, the fashion world is beginning to transition into fall style. Mane Attraction salon owner and
hair stylist Kendall Ong explains his thoughts on what the hair trends for fall will be.

Men’s Styles

You’ve probably seen this trend all summer long on guys: short sides with long hair on top, resembling almost old-fashioned barbering. Get
ready to see this style for the next few months as well. This looks gives men a very finished, tailored look.

Men, stock up on products to achieve this look. Pick up some hair waxes, like Bumble & Bumble Semisumo that will give you a lot of hold and
shine.

Women’s Styles

Boho Waves

Women on the other hand will be the opposite of men’s well-groomed style. “You’re seeing this kind of looser, almost bohemian kind of like
waves to the hair,” Ong says.

Add some texture to your hair, with a tool that might bring back some nightmares: the crimper. Crimp some random bits of hair underneath to
not only get texture, but also volume.

Parts are still very in for women, unlike men, and we’re mostly seeing the middle part or a very hard side part that’s still messy and tousled.
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http://maneattraction.com
http://www.sephora.com/semisumo-P377208?om_mmc=ppc-GG&mkwid=sOoufZsLK&pcrid=66330635572&pdv=c&site=us_search&country_switch=us&lang=en&gclid=CL-6i6K7jccCFUNhfgod40kIIA
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Wet/Dry Hair

Another unique trend seen in several designers’ winter collections was a wet/dry hair look. The front is slicked and wet-looking, while the back
is dry, tousled and textured.

Fall Colors

Rose gold, which has overtaken the jewelry world this year, will be making its way to the hair world this season, Ong says. Reds will be
copperier and we’ll be seeing very golden-hued blonds to mimic the gorgeous rose hue.

Women with darker hair on the other hand can add more visual texture by creating a reverse ombré, getting lowlights instead of bleaching the
tips of their hair, which will add more depth to the hair and create a sexier and more mysterious look.

The Right of the Individual

While these trends are what most women might be wearing this fall, there is definitely a huge movement of wearing what you like and what suits
you best.

“We call that in our salon ‘the right of the individual,’” Ong says. “It’s not that fashion’s going to dictate that you have to wear this because
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that’s what everyone else is wearing. Whatever trends and look suits your personality, suits your lifestyle, suits your facial features, suits your
body features, that’s what the trend is.”

“If you look good, you feel good,” Ong says. “And if you feel good about yourself then you just radiate. You just attract that kind of [positivity]
because you feel good about yourself and your appearance.”
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